Does your pet formula have a GUTVANTAGE?
A QUICK GUIDE TO CREATING YOUR GUT VANTAGE
PET FORMULA WITH ALLTECH TECHNOLOGIES

PREBIOTICS
Essential nutrients to feed good bacteria

PROBIOTICS
Hand-selected beneficial bacteria strains

POSTBIOTICS
Master gut health and immune system regulators

MINERALS
Easy-to-use building blocks for the whole body

BOOSTERS
Specialized micronutrients for optimal digestion

Alltech
The BIGGEST IMPACT on a pet’s health starts in the gut, with the SMALLEST INGREDIENTS.

PREBIOTICS

**BIO-MOS®**
Bio-Mos® is a yeast-based prebiotic that stimulates the growth of beneficial bacteria in the gut, supports overall nutrient digestibility and improves stool consistency by enhancing immune system development and supporting balanced microbial populations.

**ACTIGEN®**
Actigen® is a second generation, concentrated, yeast-based prebiotic designed to normalize the pet’s gut microflora and stool consistency by driving healthy competitive exclusion.

**DEO PET**
Deo Pet is a Yucca schidigera plant extract that is sustainably grown and proven to reduce ammonia in animal waste through its prebiotic fiber characteristics.

PROBIOTICS

**LACTO-SACC®**
Lacto-Sacc® is a blend of live probiotics, yeast cultures and other unique fermentation compounds, designed to strengthen beneficial microbial activity and support beneficial bacteria. Lacto-Sacc’s role in creating an ideal gut environment helps support digestion and immune defenses.

POSTBIOTICS

**TYNAGEN™**
Tynagen™ is the industry’s first fully-extrudable and heat-stable postbiotic designed exclusively for pets. Tynagen’s postbiotic ingredients are a new breakthrough to maximize overall pet health by delivering beneficial metabolites straight to the gut.

MINERALS

**BIOPLEX®**
Bioplex® is a line of organic trace minerals (Zn, Cu, Mn, Fe, Co) that are 100% organic proteinates, a form as close to minerals in nature as possible, making them more easily absorbed and utilized. Bioplex trace minerals meet the nutrient needs of pets for overall health, growth, and skin and coat condition.

**SEL-PLEX®**
Sel-Plex® is a 100% organic form of selenium yeast, grown to match the selenium found in nature. Sel-Plex is better absorbed, stored, and utilized by pets than inorganic selenium. Selenium plays an essential role in metabolism, growth, reproduction and healthy antioxidant activity.

BOOSTERS

**NUCLEO-SACC™**
Nucleo-Sacc™ is a yeast-based protein blend containing nucleotides, inositol and glutamic acid, which are functional nutrients especially needed in puppy and kitten growth diets when demand for protein is at its highest.

**ACID BALANCE PET**
Acid Balance Pet is a dry powder with a high concentration of phosphoric acid, used for the acidification of pet food. Safe to handle and less corrosive than a liquid version, it can be used to support a healthy pH level, making it especially important in cat diets and treats.

ALLTECH® NVGEN PACK
Nvgen is a proprietary blend which includes prebiotics, specially formulated to feed the microbiome. These bio-active compounds derived from specific fractions of yeast cells, contribute to a more diverse and healthy microbial population, positively affecting the pet’s physiology.

Contact pets@alltech.com to find out more about creating your custom Gutvantage formula.
Does your formula have a **GUTVANTAGE**?

FIND OUT AT **ALLTECH.COM/PET**